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1. Definition. In a former paper [4] the author defined indicatric

torsion of a vector field in a direction to generalize the concept of

geodesic torsion of a curve in a surface of a Euclidean three dimen-

sional space. The present note extends the investigation to a sub-

space of a Riemannian space. Special concern is for hypersurfaces

in a Riemannian space and in a Euclidean space.

Let Vn be a Riemannian space with fundamental quadratic form

<t> = gijdx{dx' (i, j = 1, • • • , n)

which is immersed in a Riemannian space Vm with fundamental quad-

ratic form

4> = a^dydy9 (a, P = 1, • • • , m).

Let Vn be defined in Vm by equations of the form

y" = y"(x1, • • • , x")

where the functional matrix ||dy/dx|| is of rank n.

Let v:va = y", #>{ be a unit vector field in Vn and let C:xi = xi(s)

be a curve in V„, s being its arc length. We assume v and C to be of

class not less than 2 and 3, respectively. Let N,\a for o~ = n + l, ■ • • ,m

denote m—n mutually orthogonal unit vectors normal to Vn- Define

1711" = V, iji|» = vkiN,\",

' dx'
7ir+i\a = i?r|°;<— (r = 2, ■ ■ ■ , m - 1)

ds

where

/  d2yf>        dyi dy* dyfi (   k   )\     dx'
,*i = aasN, -(—^— + — —J**-—A.   }W-r>

\dx>dx>       dx* dx' dxk (i    j) /      ds

r"7j = Christoffel symbols in Vm,

(   k  1
< > = Christoffel symbols in Vn-
U   /;

If the vectors r?j| " for 5 = 1, • ■ • , m are assumed to be linearly inde-
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pendent, the following linear combinations of them for p = 1, • • •  m,

form a set of m mutually orthogonal vectors [l, pp. 103-104]:

(1-2) ^'""(i^)    VX^BXp      (-X,H=l,--- ,P)

where

h = I,       bP =  | b\\ ,

b\= b\ = a„0ijx K„ I*.

b»*B\ = 5"„.

The formulas of Frenet for v along C in Vm read as follows:

l     dx< l l
(1.3) Xp|a;j—— = — vKp-i\p-i I" + vKP\p+i\a

ds

where VKP ior p = I, ■ ■ ■ ,m — l are, respectively, the associate curva-

tures of order 1, • • • , m — 1 of the vector field v ior the curve C.

From (1.2) we have

and from (1.3) we have for p — 2

dx'
(1.4) N,\a;i— =   - vKiVa+ ,T,X,|«

ds

where vrg is employed to denote VK2 in the case under consideration.

The scalar, „t„, is called the indicatric torsion of v along C in Vn in

Vm relative to N,\ ". When Vn is a surface in a Euclidean three dimen-

sional space, vTa is the indicatric torsion of v in the direction of C as

introduced in [4]. If v is furthermore tangent to C, vr„ becomes the

geodesic torsion of C as defined in classical differential geometry.

2. Formulas. Denote the unit vector tangent to C by t* in Vn and

by Ta in Vm. Multiplying both sides of (1.4) by aagS.3\0 and summing

over a, we have

vrg = arfX, |«JV, !';<<« = aa/,X,|»iV,|',lY2\

that is,

(2.1) ,Tt = NKa cos 0

where 0 denotes the angle between X3|a and the unit vector wa defined

by

N,\a,yT'' b. tfKoW
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with nKq^O.
It is seen from (1.4) that the vector wa is linearly dependent on the

orthogonal vectors V and X3| ". Hence, if nKq^O and if <j> is the angle

between w" and v", we have

(2.2) „t, = eNK0 sin d>

where e= ±1.

By the help of the following formula [5, p. 59]

(ScLbgipgjqA BAB)
sin t = -

(gi^A'y'KgijB^y2

where t is the angle between two vectors A* and B' in a Riemannian

space with fundamental covariant tensor ga, we have from (2.2) the

following relation

2 X5 I a \y        P  t % j
(2.3) („r0)   = daSa\yaSTNr \ ;iNv\ -.jWtt.

With the following definitions

it is derived that

N,\*-.i = - fi, \ikgkiyaj + £ «V I^m K

Substituting this expression into (2.3) and simplifying, we have

(vT„y = ghkQ,\iA\jht^

- fi, \iA \jhVkvHH' + S""^,\<&P,\jtH>.

When m = n + l, Vn is a hypersurface of the enveloping space

V„+i. Denote by Q.ijdx^x' the second fundamental form for Vn. De-

note by N" the unit vector normal to Vn. Then (2.4) reduces to

(2.5) (vrg)2 = (ghk - vhvk)QikUjhtHk.

Ii Vn+i is a Euclidean space S„+i, (2.5) becomes

(2.6) (vray = (Ha - ¥U)W

where Ha is the fundamental tensor of the hyperspherical represen-

tation of Vn and where "i7,,- is defined by

Vi] = QikQjhvkvh.
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When w = 2, we find from (2.6) by some calculation that for a sur-

face in a Euclidean three dimensional space

(vt0)2 = SlihSljkeahfbktit''vpv'>(gatgpil - epaeqb)

= gaPgb^ih^jktahtbktit'VpV^

which implies

(2.7) .r, = ee^gaj.QinVt'

as obtained in [4].

3. Theorems. From (2.1) it is evident that „t„ is zero if and only if

nKq = 0 or cos 6 = 0. The first case means that the geodesic curvature

of N,\a along C in Vm is zero; while the second implies that w" and

V are coincident, which case arises if V is tangent to C and C is a line

of curvature of Vn in Vm corresponding to N, |". Hence we have

Theorem 3.1. The indicatric torsion of any unit vector field in Vn

along a curve C in Vn relative to a unit vector normal to Vn in Vm is

zero if and only if the unit normal vector moves parallelly along the curve

in Vm in the sense of Levi-Civita. The indicatric torsion of a unit prin-

cipal vector field relative to a unit vector normal to Vn in Vm along the

corresponding line of curvature of V„ is equal to zero.

It is shown that in Vn in Sn+i the principal curvature of /' is equal

to (HijtH')112 and that the normal curvature of vl with respect to C

is equal to e(^atH')112, [3, p. 462; 2, p. 963]. Hence we have from (2.6)

Theorem 3.2. The square of the indicatric torsion of a unit vector

field along a curve in V„ in Sn+i is equal to the difference between the

square of the principal curvature of the curve and the square of the nor-

mal curvature of the vector field with respect to the curve.

When C is the curve of v, the normal curvature of v with respect to

C is the normal curvature of C. In this case the above theorem reads

as

Theorem 3.3. The square of the indicatric torsion of a curve in VH in

Sn+i is equal to the difference between the square of its principal curvature

and the square of its normal curvature.

When C is the asymptotic line of v, the indicatric torsion along the

curve of v of the unit vector field formed by those vectors tangent to

C is given from (2.6) by

(„T0)2  =   Hiflty.

Hence we have
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Theorem 3.4. The indicatric torsion of the unit asymptotic vector

field of a unit vector field along the curve of the latter in Vn in Sn+i is

numerically equal to the principal curvature of the latter.

It is obvious from (1.4) that the geodesic torsion t„ of a curve on

a surface in a Euclidean three dimensional space is equal to the

product of the magnitude of £3 and sine of the angle between £i and £3.

Hence we get a short way of deriving the following formula

Tg  =   —  UjdkhghUitk

= - thlgudkhtHk.

Let tj* denote the unit vectors tangent to the orthogonal trajectories

of C, that is,

vi = ee'hgiht\

The above formula reduces to

ra = edkjtkn'

which gives a new geometric interpretation of the geodesic torsion of

a curve as follows:

Theorem 3.5. The geodesic torsion of a curve at a point on a surface

in a Euclidean three dimensional space is numerically the normal curva-

ture of the curve with respect to its orthogonal trajectory at the point.
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